CROSSOVER
CRISIS

ANIMATION ANNIHILATION DECK-BUILDING GAME
TURN SEQUENCE
1. Fill each empty slot in the Line-Up with a card from the top of the 		
		 main deck.
2. Resolve all Events in the Line-Up in the order of your choosing.
3. Play all Weakness cards in your hand.
4. Play cards from your hand.
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5. Total up your Power and purchase cards with combined cost less
		 than or equal to that total. You may play additional cards even after 		
		 making purchases.
6. As soon as you buy or gain a card, place it into your discard pile.
END OF TURN
1. Announce that you are ending your turn. Your turn is now over.
2. Place any cards remaining in your hand into your discard pile.
3. Resolve any “at the end of your turn” effects.
4. Place all the cards you played into your discard pile. Any unspent
		 Power is lost.
5. Draw five cards from the top of your deck.
6. If the top card of the Nemesis stack is face down, flip it face up and 		
		 read aloud the next Nemesis’s Group Attack.
7. The next player starts their turn.
Do not shuffle your discard pile and make it your new deck just because you
have no cards in your deck. Wait until you must draw, discard, or reveal a card
from your deck. Then shuffle your discard pile, and it becomes your new deck.
The game ends immediately when either of the following two conditions is met:
• You are unable to flip up a new Nemesis on the stack.
• You are unable to refill all five slots of the Line-Up.
New Keyword - Wonder: Reveal cards from the top of the main deck until you
reveal a non-Event, non-Location card. Play that card, then add it to the Line-Up.
Put the other revealed cards on the bottom of the main deck in any order.
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R U L E BOOK

TYPES OF CARDS

OVERVIEW
The stars of some of your favorite Cartoon Network shows are once again
set to take down the villainous forces that stand in their way! With so many
zany personalities in play, it’s definitely going to be a wild ride!

148 Game Cards
		 • 28 Punchies Starting Cards
			 • 12 Pratfall Starting Cards
			 • 70 Main Deck Cards
			 • 12 Inside Joke Cards
			 • 6 Nemesis Cards
			 • 12 Weakness Cards
			 • 8 Event Cards

6 Oversized Characters
		1 Rulebook
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Card Type

While each player’s deck starts with only the ability to deliver some mild
Punchies, as the game progresses, you will add new, more powerful cards to
your deck, with the goal of defeating as many Nemesis cards as you can. The
other players are your foes, and you are in competition with them for the best
cards and the most points. In the end, the player who has accumulated the
most Victory Points from the cards in their deck wins the game.

OVERSIZED
CHARACTER

1. Characters and Starting Decks
Cost

Each player is dealt a random oversized Character. Alternately, each player
may choose to play as their favorite Character.

NEMESIS

EVENT

Card Name

VILLAIN

Game Text

Victory Points
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LOCATION

HERO

Each Character begins with a starting deck of seven Punchies cards and
three Pratfall cards. You will use your Punchies cards to buy more powerful
cards to add to your deck, improving it as the game goes on. Pratfall cards
represent the things that occasionally cause a Character to falter. They can
get rid of Weakness cards, but they don’t provide any Power, so you will
have to decide whether you want to destroy them or not (more on how to
destroy cards later).

WEAKNESS

Game Text

Ongoing Ability

Card Type

SETUP FOR YOUR FIRST GAME

STARTER CARDS

Cost

SUPER POWER

EQUIPMENT

INSIDE JOKE
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THE LINE-UP

Set aside the Kanker Sisters, then
shuffle the remaining five Nemesis
cards. Place them face down, then
place the Kanker Sisters face up on
top of that stack.

4. The Line-Up
Place the top five cards from the main deck into the Line-Up. There is
no board necessary to play this game; just reserve space for each card.
Note: If more than one Event card appears in these first five cards,
remove the additional Event cards from the game and replace them
until there is only one Event card in the Line-Up. This only applies
when setting up the Line-Up for the first time during a game.

Place the Inside Joke, Nemesis, and Weakness stacks at the end of
the Line-Up. You may want to turn these stacks perpendicular to the
board so that everyone can reach them. Inside Joke and Nemesis
cards are always available to be bought or defeated during your turn
(while cards remain in their stacks). Weaknesses are never bought;
they are gained only through unfriendly card effects. The main deck
and the three stacks of cards on the end are not part of the Line-Up.
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MAIN DECK

5. The Stacks

Once you have arranged the main deck, the Line-Up, and the other stacks, it will look
something like the above.

3. The Nemesis Stack

Your opening five cards in the Line-Up will vary. It is possible for the Line-Up to have more than
five cards in it through various card effects. When it is your turn to refill the Line-Up, if there
are already five or more cards in it, you do not add more cards to it.

Most of the cards that you will add to your deck as the game progresses
come from the main deck. Add the eight Event cards to the main deck, then
shuffle it thoroughly and place it in the middle of the table.

THE STACKS

2. The Main Deck and Event Cards
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GAMEPLAY
Randomly determine a player
to go first. Each player begins
by shuffling their deck and
drawing five cards. Place your
deck next to your Character
card to show that it is YOUR
deck! Players take turns in
clockwise order. At the start
of your turn, if the Line-Up
has fewer than five cards in it,
add cards from the top of the
main deck until all five slots of
the Line-Up have been filled.
Next, you resolve each Event
card in the Line-Up. They will
certainly affect you, but might
also affect your fellow players!
The Event cards are then
removed from the Line-Up,
but new cards are not added
to fill their slots at this point. For more on Events, see page 10. You take
your turn by playing cards from your hand face up for all players to see.
This generates Power (the “currency” of the game) and other effects.

Order of Playing Your Cards

Each turn, you may buy cards from the Line-Up, from the Inside Joke stack,
and/or buy the top card of the Nemesis stack to improve your deck. Cards
you buy or gain are always immediately placed into your discard pile unless
you are instructed otherwise. Discard piles are always face up. Soon they’ll
be shuffled into your deck, and then you’ll be drawing these newer, more
powerful cards into your hand so you can play them. Buying powerful cards
builds up the effectiveness of your deck. That’s why it’s called a “deckbuilding game”!

Sample Turn Sequence

You can buy any number of available cards with combined cost less than
or equal to the amount of Power you have for the turn. For example, your
Punchies cards each give you +1 Power. If you draw four of them and no
other cards with any Power bonuses, your total Power for the turn is 4. You
can buy a single card with cost 1, 2, 3, or 4, or even two cards each with
cost 2, assuming these options are available. Inside Joke cards are (usually)
available if the cards in the Line-Up are too expensive, and you may buy
more than one during your turn if you wish. You may pass if you cannot buy
or do not wish to buy any cards.
Unless otherwise specified, cards that you play stay in front of you until the
end of your turn. If you play a card that did not come from your hand or
deck, it stays in front of you with the rest of the cards you played until the
end of your turn. Then, any cards that are not yours return to where they
came from.
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On your turn, after playing Weakness cards, you get to play the cards in
your hand in the order of your choice. When you play a card, its game text
resolves immediately. When you have played all the cards you wish to play
at that time, total up the Power you have accumulated and buy what you
wish to buy from the Line-Up or the face-up stacks. You do not have to
play all of the cards in your hand (except for Weaknesses) before you start
making purchases if you don’t wish to. You may play additional cards even
after making purchases.
Ending Your Turn
1. Announce that you are ending your turn.  Your turn is now over.
2. Place any cards remaining in your hand into your discard pile.
3. Resolve any “at the end of your turn” effects.
4. Place all the cards you played into your discard pile. Any unspent
    Power is lost.
5. Draw five cards from your deck.
6. If the top card of the Nemesis stack is face down, flip it face up
  and read aloud the next Nemesis’s Group Attack.
7. The next player starts their turn.

After shuffling up your starting cards, you draw a hand of three Punchies
and two Pratfalls for your first turn. You may play the three Punchies for a
total of 3 Power, which is enough to buy Nacho Cheese from the Line-Up.
The Pratfalls provide you with no additional Power.

+

=

Cards you buy or gain are put into your discard pile (unless otherwise
specified), so normally you would put Nacho Cheese there when buying
him. However, you may have noticed that Nacho Cheese has a yellow
band at the top of his game text. This band indicates an ability on a card
that triggers when you buy or gain that card. In Nacho Cheese’s case, his
ability lets you put him on top of your deck when you buy him, instead
of in your discard pile like normal.
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END OF GAME
The game ends immediately when either of the following two conditions
is met:
• You are unable to flip up a new Nemesis on the stack.
• You are unable to refill all five slots of the Line-Up.
Return all Location cards you have in play, all cards in your hand, and all
cards in your discard pile to your deck. Then, players total up the Victory
Points
on cards in their deck. The player with the highest VP total is
      
crowned the winner! In case of a tie, the tied player with more Nemesis
cards wins. If there is still a tie, the tied player with the greater number of
cards in their deck wins.
ADDITIONAL RULES

Nemesis is a unique card type. Nemesis cards are not Villains, Heroes, etc.
Nemesis Cards in Your Deck
Like any other card you acquire, a defeated Nemesis will aid you in your
future turns. When you play a Nemesis card, the text above the Group
Attack is the relevant text. The Group Attack is no longer applicable, as
the Nemesis already made that Attack when it was first revealed from the
Nemesis stack.
Destroying Cards

Remember that cards can change or go beyond the basic rules found in
this rulebook. The card is always right. That means you should always do
what the card says—even if the rules say something different.
Oversized Character Card
Your Character gives you an ability that
you may choose to use (typically) during
your turn. If a Character has two abilities on
their card, both of them may trigger on the
same turn. At the start of games after your
first, each player may choose a Character to
play with, or if you have enough, deal two
Characters to each player, and then each
player chooses one.
Nemesis Cards
When you have accumulated enough
Power in a turn, you can choose to defeat
a Nemesis. If you do, take the topmost
face-up card from the stack and place it
into your discard pile. The next card in the
Nemesis stack remains face down until
your turn is over, so a player may defeat
only one Nemesis per turn. Nemesis cards
range in cost from 8 to 12, and their stack
is randomized at the start of each game,
so check the stack for the current Nemesis
card’s cost.
After your turn, but before the next player’s turn starts, the next Nemesis
on the stack is revealed. While the Kanker Sisters don’t have a Group
Attack, the rest of the Nemesis cards you face will come out swinging
with a Group Attack against all players!
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When revealed on the Nemesis stack, this Attack resolves immediately
against each player in the game. Each player with a Defense card may defend
against the Attack. The Group Attack will resolve against all players who do
not defend themselves. These Attacks do not happen during any player’s turn.

Some cards have an ability that allows you
to destroy a card from your hand, your deck,
your discard pile, or the Line-Up. When you
destroy a card, place it into a face-up pile
of destroyed cards anywhere away from the
play area, removing it from your deck and the
game. You will often get to choose which of
your cards to destroy. Destroying Weakness
cards will improve your deck greatly! If
Weaknesses and Inside Jokes are destroyed,
they do not go back to their respective stacks.

Weakness
Some cards force players to gain a
Weakness. If this happens, the Weakness
card you gain is placed into your discard
pile. When you later draw up Weakness
cards into your hand, they must be played
before you can play other cards.
You may not play any other cards, buy any
cards, or end your turn while there are
Weakness cards in your hand. They all must
be played during your turn.
When a Weakness is destroyed, it is
removed from the game. So, it is possible for
the Weakness stack to run out. A player may
still play a Defense to avoid an Attack, even when there are no Weaknesses
available to be gained. Only a Pratfall can place a Weakness on the bottom
of the Weakness stack.
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Shuffling Your Deck

Discarding Cards

You don’t shuffle your discard pile and make it your deck as soon as you
run out of cards. Instead, at any point during the game if there are no
cards in your deck and you need to draw, discard, or reveal a card from
your deck, immediately shuffle your discard pile, and it becomes your
new deck.

When a card tells you to “discard” a card, it means from your hand as the
default. However, a card may tell you to discard a card from another place,
such as the top of your deck or from in play. Cards that are discarded in
this way still count as being “discarded.”
Gaining Cards

Events
Event cards are random happenings during the game that can affect the
current player or even all of the players! As you might imagine, Events
from the Cartoon Network universe can be random, wacky, and highly
amusing!
When you refill the empty slots in the Line-Up at the start of your turn,
Event cards may appear. Effects that add cards to the Line-Up during
your turn may also cause Event cards to appear. When one or more Event
cards are in the Line-Up, you must read and resolve them in the order of
your choosing. After resolving an Event, remove it from the game. Do not
refill the empty slot in the Line-Up at this time. That empty slot will be
refilled at the start of the next player’s turn.

When a card tells a player to gain a particular
card or a card of your choice, that card
is taken and immediately placed in your
discard pile at no additional cost, unless
otherwise directed by the card. If a card tells
to you gain a card with a specific name, card
type, or cost and there are none available,
you simply don’t gain the card.
If you gain an Event, it does not resolve.
Instead, remove it from the game and you
don’t gain a card.
Resolving Card Abilities

Event cards present silly situations or tasks that must be performed.
When multiple players are involved, the current player always goes first.
Unless a card reads otherwise, if a player fails to do what the Event
card says, they gain a Weakness.
If you gain an Event, remove it from the game without resolving it.

Locations
Locations all have Ongoing abilities that
will work for you turn after turn. Location
cards go straight to your discard pile when
bought or gained, just like any other card.
However, when you later draw and play a
Location, that card will remain face up and
in play in front of you for the rest of the
game. Each Location has a unique effect
that can trigger during each of your turns
for the rest of the game. The word Ongoing
means, “When you play this card, it stays
in play for the rest of the game and works
for you turn after turn.” You can have any
number of Locations in play at once. You
control Locations in play in front of you.
Other players don’t gain the benefit.
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If a card’s ability affects multiple players, and the order matters (for
example, a Group Attack that has each player gain a Weakness), resolve
that ability for each affected player in clockwise order, starting from the
player who played the ability. In the case of a Nemesis’s Group Attack
(which occurs between the end of one player’s turn and the start of the
next), start with the player who would take the next turn.
When you play a card that triggers another effect, like on your Character
or a Location you control, fully resolve the card you are playing before
resolving any triggered secondary effects.
CARD TYPES
Each card has a type listed under the art and above the ability text box (except
for Inside Joke cards, which have no card type). This area is the “card type
bar.” Most cards will be one of nine different card types: Event, Equipment,
Hero, Location, Nemesis, Starter, Super Power, Villain, and Weakness. If an
effect uses the term “card type,” it means one of these nine types.  
Some cards have additional words in their card type, such as Male or Female.
Playing a Female Hero doesn’t count as playing two different card types,
but it does count as playing a Female card and a Hero card.
If a card tells you to gain a Hero, you gain any card with the word Hero
on the card type bar, and you may choose a Male Hero, Female Hero, or
regular Hero.
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KEYWORDS
Keywords are bolded words in text boxes that let you know something
special is happening beyond simply what the card says. Locations have the
Ongoing keyword. Cards can also have Attack, Defense, Fist Bump, and
Wonder as keywords. Power is also a keyword, but it isn’t referenced like the
others are. Keywords are not optional, unless they use the word “may.” If you
play a card with an Attack, you can’t be nice and ignore it. If someone plays a
Fist Bump card and chooses you, you must Fist Bump them.
Some cards refer to keywords without having the keyword ability themselves.
For example, Edtropolis makes the first Attack you play during each of your
turns unavoidable. It does not have an Attack itself, therefore it is not an
Attack card. Instead, it is looking for other cards with Attacks.
To Fist Bump a foe (another player in the game), close one of your hands
into a fist and slowly extend your closed fist, finger-side down, towards that foe.
Stop moving your hand halfway towards that foe. That foe should proceed
likewise, until your fists meet at the knuckles in a low-speed impact. Once
impacted, your hand may “explode” or simply be withdrawn to a natural state.
Wonder means, “Reveal cards from the top of the main deck until you
reveal a non-Event, non-Location card. Play that card, and then add it to
the Line-Up. Put the other revealed cards on the bottom of the main deck
in any order.” The effects of cards played this way will remain during your
turn after those cards have been moved to the Line-Up, or if they move to
somewhere else after the Line-Up. You may buy or gain cards you add to the
Line-Up on the same turn those cards are added. If you cannot play the card
you revealed because a card or effect is preventing you from doing so, the
revealed card is still added to the Line-Up.
Attack cards allow you to do mean stuff to your opponents. Unless an
Attack specifies that it works against a specific foe, it hits all foes. You can’t
spare an opponent from the Attack. When you play a card with an Attack
ability, each affected player has an opportunity to avoid the Attack with a
card that has a Defense ability.
Defense cards allow you to defend yourself from an Attack made by an
opponent or a Nemesis card. In order to use a Defense card to avoid an
Attack, it must be in your hand. A player using a Defense card’s ability
negates the Attack only for that defending player. A player may only utilize
one Defense card per Attack. If a player doesn’t avoid the Attack, they are
immediately affected by the Attack card’s ability. Avoiding an Attack does
not negate any other abilities (like +2 Power) on the Attack card.
If an Attack looks for a particular card or card type and you do not have one
in the place where the Attack looks, you suffer no effects of the Attack, but
you may still use a Defense against it if you wish.

Ongoing is a keyword found on Locations. Ongoing means, “When you
play this card, it stays in play for the rest of the game and works for you
turn after turn.” You cannot choose to discard a Location you control,
but an Attack can cause a Location you control to be placed into your
discard pile.
Combining Crossover Crisis Games
Cartoon Network Crossover Crisis: Animation Annihilation DeckBuilding Game can be combined with the original Cartoon Network
Crossover Crisis Deck-Building Game to create an even zanier
experience for up to 5 players! Combining the two sets requires some
adjustments when setting up the game, which are described below.
1. CHARACTERS
Whether dealing them out at random or letting players choose, all
Characters from both Crossover Crisis games are available to be used.
2. THE MAIN DECK AND EVENT CARDS
Combine both main decks! When preparing them, first shuffle the
eight Animation Annihilation Event cards with the 20 from the original
Crossover Crisis. Combine 15 of those cards with the main deck cards
from both games to form the main deck, and set aside the remaining 13
Events. Finally, thoroughly shuffle the main deck as normal and place it in
the middle of the table.
3. THE NEMESIS STACK
See below for a chart of how many Nemesis cards to use based on the
number of players in the game.
Players
2
3
4
5

Nemesis Cards
7 + Starting Nemesis (Kanker Sisters or Ice King)
6 + Starting Nemesis
5 + Starting Nemesis
4 + Starting Nemesis

Set aside Ice King and the Kanker Sisters, then shuffle the remaining
fourteen Nemesis cards and place the number above face down. Finally,
randomly select one of the two Starting Nemesis cards (Ice King or the
Kanker Sisters) and place it face up on top of that stack. Place the unused
Nemesis cards aside without looking at them.
4. INSIDE JOKE AND WEAKNESS STACKS
Shuffle the Inside Joke cards from both sets together and place them at
the end of the Line-Up as normal. Do the same with the Weakness cards
from the two sets.

Most Defense cards give you a reward when you discard them to avoid an
Attack. The reward is listed after the “If you do” on your Defense card.
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SPECIFIC CARD CLARIFICATIONS

		
CREDITS

Billy: Billy must be in your hand to use his Defense power.
Canadian Squirt Gun, Jawbreaker, Scam Artist: To “avoid” an Attack
means to use a Defense effect. If a player did not defend against an
Attack, even if that Attack had no effect on that player, they did not
“avoid” the Attack. (Remember that a foe can’t defend unless they’re
being attacked.)
Crossover Special: A Character “from outside the game” is one that is not
currently being used by a player.
Ham it Up: Each player only needs to speak in an extreme and dramatic manner
during their own turn. They may speak normally during other players’ turns.
Jimmy, Kevin, Sarah: If the Attack was a Group Attack, no one gains the
Weakness.
Light Construct: If you play a foe’s card this way, that card returns to the
top of their deck when it leaves play (normally at the end of your turn).
Math Homework Man: X = 5.
Townsville: This will trigger once during each of your turns, the first time
you play either a Hero or a Superpower. It does not trigger once for
Heroes and Super Powers separately.

Game Design
Cryptozoic Entertainment
Co-CEO & Founder
Co-CEO & Founder
Game Development
Original Box Art
Graphic Design
VP of Operations
VP of Brand & Marketing
VP of Creative
Product Manager, Games
Editing

Who’s Got the Power?: Defeating each Nemesis in the Nemesis stack will
end the game. None of their Group Attacks happen.

Playtesters
		
Wish Star Sword: To double Fist Bump a foe, choose a foe, then either
perform the Fist Bump maneuver described on page 12 twice in a row, or 		
		
simultaneously Fist Bump with both hands.
		
		
OVERSIZED CHARACTER CARD CLARIFICATIONS
		
Billy & Mandy: You get the +2 Power if you destroy a card in any zone,
including the Line-Up.

Cryptozoic Special Thanks
		
Cow and Chicken: The two cards do not have to have the same cost.
		
The Powerpuff Girls: You may play any combination of three cards that are		
		
either Heroes or Super Powers to get the +3 Power.
		

Matt Dunn

John Nee
John Sepenuk
Matt Hyra, Nathaniel Yamaguchi
Robb Momaerts
John Vineyard, Larry Renac
Leisha Cummins
Jamie Kiskis
Adam Sblendorio
Dekan Wheeler
Shahriar Fouladi
Richard Brady, Dan Clark, Robert 		
Gasio III, Julien Guerand, Jackie 		
Harvey, Shannah Linker, Kyle McGinty, 		
Katie Raccuglia, Jared Saramago, 		
Nicholas Scamman, Michael Shaneman,
Ryan Skinner, Ryan Sutherland, 		
Kimberly Walker, and many others.
Rumi Asai, Carolyn Byrnes, Javier 		
Casillas, Randall Ford, Kaitlin Fox, 		
Matt Hoffman, Erik Larsen, George 		
Nadeau, Matthias Nagy, Jeff Parker, 		
Colin Robinson, Rachel Valverde, Ming
Wan, MaryCarmen Wilber

FAQ
Q: What does the term “defeat” or “defeated” mean?
A: That term is only used in reference to a Nemesis. You “defeat” a
Nemesis when you buy it from the top of the Nemesis stack. That Nemesis
has then been “defeated.”
Q: Do I “gain” cards that are passed to me, which then trigger “when you
buy or gain this card” text?
A: No, “passed” cards do not count as “gained.”
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